Come together – right now!
We see this weekend as one first step to develope common strategies together in a growing movement.
We invite you to take part in all three days to make a process possible!
The Plenum will be in English and there will be translations to french, arabic, urdu, farsi, turkish, german...

FRIDAY 15th
GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER

SATURDAY 16th
FIND COMMON STRATEGIES

SUNDAY 17th
GET PRACTICAL

Starts at 6pm
10 am - 1 pm
Moderated PLENUM
focussing on the following questions:
- What do we mean by solutions for all and what is
beyond? What are our common goals?
- What can we do to reach them? (the question is
including short term and long term solutions)
- How to organize all the different groups together?

10 am - 1 pm
WORKING GROUPS
With the clearer idea about our strategy from the
saturday results we will meet in very concrete
working groups, such as Media Work,
(Lager-)Mobilization, Action.....

1 – 2:30pm
FOOD BREAK

1 – 2:30pm
FOOD BREAK

2:30 - 4:30 pm
WORKING GROUPS

2:30 - 5:30 pm
Moderated PLENUM

to discuss the ideas / inputs / strategies / open
How we continue the fight for solutions for all? How
questions that came up in the plenum more focussed can we establish strong network? What actions do we
and concentrated in smaller groups:
plan?
- Pro and Contra of the different ideas and
strategies
- Which ideas are possible to connect / which are
contradictory
- What do we need, what are the first steps

+ working group for individual support / short term
solutions

4:30 - 5 pm
BREAK

6pm
- Welcome words
- Info about the weekend structure
- Logistical questions

7pm – 9 pm
Introduction/inputs by Refugee Activists
from different groups and locations

after
Open update round
groups and people are asked to report on there
activities

5 pm
Moderated PLENUM
Discussion about the working group results, leading
to decisions on strategies

